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 of the tank f. The mixed fluids flow
through a filtering sieve (to retain large
particles) through the tube h into the
column h, through which is passed from
below a current of steam from a boiler.
This steam maintains the whole liquid at
a boiling temperature and completely ex-
pels all the ammonia from the "fixed"
ammonium salts, the ammonia being, in
the first place, set free by the milk cf lime.
The waste ammonia-free liquors run
away through /.
The mud-like mass of lime escapes
through an opening at the bottom
of d.
In some plants a special separate mixing vessel
is provided, standing outside the column. Into
this the liquid coming from the middle part of the
column c is run, and is then intimately mixed
with milk of lime, and then the mixed fluids are
run back into the lower column B, and subjected
to the boiling by means of steam. A still of this
type is manufactured by the Chemical Engineer-
ing Co., Hendon, and is shown in Fig. II.
Many special modifications of this apparatus
are used. We may here mention the apparatus of
Griineberg and Blum (D.R.P., 33,320) ; Wilton
(English "Patent, 24,832, 1901); Scott (English
Patent, 3,987, 1900; 11,082, 1901).
The escaping steam, carrying with it
the NH:i gas, passes out at the top of the
column c and through the tube x x into
the lead-lined (or volvic stone) a saturatvr "
r constructed as shown, with a leaden
" bell" dipping under the surface of
sulphuric acid (90° Tw, 45° Be.) which
enters in a continual stream. The NH.}
as it enters unites with the sulphuric
acid to form solid ammonium sulphate
(2NH:J + H2S04 = (NH4)3SO.t) which
separates out in the liquid.
It should be noted also that much heat is
evolved by the union of the sulphuric acid and the
ammonia in the saturator, the beat of interaction
being sufficient not only to maintain the saturator
at trie boiling point, and compensate for unavoid-
able losses by radiation, etc., but also to more
than evaporate the whole of the water contained
in the acid, amounting to 20-30 per cent., so that
the apparatus can be washed out from time to
time, as necessary, without wasting the washings,
or evaporating them down externally.
The saturator just described belongs
to the "partly open " type, the hot waste
gases being led off by the pipe m to the
heater b, and the sulphate accumulating on
the floor of the saturator, the workman re-
moving the latter as it separates by means
of a perforated ladle inserted through the

